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Abstract. A problem in performing activity recognition on a large scale
(i.e. in many homes) is that a labelled data set needs to be recorded
for each house activity recognition is performed in. This is because most
models for activity recognition require labelled data to learn their param-
eters. In this paper we introduce a transfer learning method for activity
recognition which allows the use of existing labelled data sets of various
homes to learn the parameters of a model applied in a new home. We
evaluate our method using three large real world data sets and show our
approach achieves good classification performance in a home for which
little or no labelled data is available.

1 Introduction

Automatically recognizing activities, such as cooking, sleeping and bathing, in a
home setting allows many applications in areas such as intelligent environments
[2,7] and healthcare [1,22,29]. It is to be foreseen that in the near future activity
recognition systems will be installed on a large scale (i.e. in many homes). Most
state of the art activity recognition models are supervised models that require
labelled data to learn the model parameters [10,16,25,27]. Because of differences
in both the layout of houses and the behaviour of their inhabitants, a model
trained for one house cannot be used for another house. This means that a
labelled dataset needs to be recorded for each house. Since this is expensive,
we propose to use transfer learning [3,5,24] to transfer knowledge from labelled
datasets to situations where no or little labelled data is available.

Transfer learning has been successfully applied to independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) data, using discriminative models [14,21]. Activity recogni-
tion, however, presents us with two important challenges: First, our measure-
ments are part of a time series, and are therefore not i.i.d. Second, we deal with
situations where the data from a house is largely unlabelled, hence making dis-
criminative models inadequate. In this paper, we propose a method for applying
transfer learning to time series (where the data points are not independent),
using a generative model to allow the use of both labelled and unlabelled data
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during learning. We apply our method in the health care domain where the goal
is to recognize activities of daily living (ADL) from wireless sensor network data.
The list of ADLs is a well recognized fixed list of activities which are good indi-
cators for the cognitive and physical wellbeing of elderly [13]. In our experiments
we recognize the same set of ADLs in different houses, having different sensor
networks. Three large real world datasets are used to evaluate the performance
of our method in activity recognition.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes related
work of both activity recognition and transfer learning. In chapter 3 we describe
our transfer learning approach in detail. Chapter 4 discusses the experiments
and results. Finally, in chapter 5 we sum up our conclusions.

2 Related Work

This section describes the related work of activity recognition systems and trans-
fer learning approaches. Furthermore, the terminology is introduced which is
used throughout the rest of the paper.

2.1 Activity Recognition Systems

Activity recognition systems consist of a sensing system for obtaining observa-
tions and a recognition model which interprets these observations and recognizes
which activities are performed. Sensing systems may include camera’s [10], RFID
[19,30], wearables [11,15] and wireless sensor networks [23,27].

Several models for activity recognition have been proposed, mainly of prob-
abilistic nature. Good results are obtained using generative models such as the
hidden Markov model (HMM) [19,27] and discriminative models such as condi-
tional random fields (CRF) [6,27]. Extensions to these models such as hierarchi-
cal models [16,18] and segment models [10,25], have been proposed to deal with
the long term dependencies in activities.

All these models are supervised models and therefore require labelled data to
learn the model parameters. Some models have been proposed that somewhat
reduce the need for supervised data such as a hybrid generative and discrimina-
tive model [12] or models that use common-sense knowledge from the web [31].
Such models provide interesting new opportunities for modelling activity recog-
nition. However, the advantage of our method is that any existing or upcoming
generative model that has proven itself in the field of activity recognition can be
used without altering the model. That is, we can simply use the proposed model
and learn its parameters using our transfer learning approach.

2.2 Transfer Learning

Transfer learning refers to techniques that learn model parameters for a classifica-
tion task by incorporating training data from different, but related classification
tasks. We distinguish between source tasks that provide us with training data,
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and a target task which is the actual classification task we are interested in. Early
work on transfer learning primarily focused on multi-task learning in which sev-
eral tasks were learned jointly, yielding a better performance than learning the
tasks separately [3,5,24].

For example, the goal in newsgroup classification tasks is to classify which
newsgroup a particular document belongs [9,21]. One task is to recognize if
a document comes from a newsgroup about space or about hardware. When
including training data of other newsgroups such as religion, baseball and mo-
torcycles the performance improves significantly [21]. This is because the other
newsgroups provide information about the co-occurrence of words. A word such
as ‘moon’ might often occur together with the word ‘rocket’. If the word ‘rocket’
did not occur in the space newsgroup dataset but the word ‘moon’ did, the clas-
sifier can still learn that ‘rocket’ is descriptive for the space newsgroup. Because
it occurs often together with ‘moon’ in the other datasets.

The optimal way to perform transfer learning is still an active topic of re-
search. One approach that seems to work well with probabilistic models is the
use of a prior distribution over the model parameters. The prior provides an
initial estimate of the model parameters for target task and is learned from the
source tasks [14,21]. The influence of the prior decreases as more training data
is observed, therefore providing a natural mechanism to balance the effect of the
prior distribution and the training data while learning the model parameters.

3 Transfer Learning for Activity Recognition

When applying transfer learning to activity recognition each classification task
corresponds to a house in which we perform activity recognition. We distinguish
between a target house, for which there is little or no training data available,
and a number of source houses for which we have large labelled datasets. The
same list of ADLs is used for each house, while the sensor network for each house
is different. To perform transfer learning from the source houses to the target
house, two problems need to be solved:

1. How do we deal with differences in sensor networks due to the different layout
of houses?

2. How can we learn model parameters such that differences in behaviour of
the inhabitants are taken into account?

The first problem involves differences in feature spaces between the houses. Be-
cause each house has a different layout, the sensor network in each house has a
different configuration, resulting in a different feature space. For example, one
house might have a separate room for the toilet and bathroom, while these may
be built together in another. As a result, the sensors used will differ, both in
number and in function. To solve this we need to introduce some kind of map-
ping allowing us to have a single common feature space that can be used for
all houses. We use meta features [14] for this mapping, which are features that
describe the properties of the actual features. Each sensor is described by one
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of transfer learning framework. For each source house
i training data is used to learn model parameters θ(i). All the source model parameters
are used to learn the hyperparameters Ψ of the prior distributions. Which in turn is
used to learn the target model parameters θ(R) together with any available data from
that house.

or more meta features, for example, a sensor on the microwave might have one
meta feature describing the sensor is located in the kitchen, and another that
the sensor is attached to a heating device.

The second problem involves differences in behaviour between inhabitants.
Even though for each house the same activity labels are used, there may still
be differences in how activities are performed. For example, one person might
often have cereal for breakfast, while another prefers toast. Such differences in
behaviour require different sets of parameters to allow the model to recognize
the corresponding activities. Therefore, we use a separate model for each house,
each having its own set of model parameters. A prior distribution is learned
from the source houses and used to provide a sensible initial value for the model
parameters of the target house. Specific behaviour can then be accounted for by
further updating the parameters using unlabelled and/or labelled training data
from the target house. The entire approach is shown in a diagram in Figure 1.

In the rest of this section we first explain the type of mapping and the ac-
tivity recognition model that we use. Then we explain how we learn the prior
distribution and how this prior distribution is used to learn the parameters of
the target model.

3.1 Mapping Using Meta Features

We define a sensor feature space as the original feature space in which each sensor
of a house represents a feature, while the meta feature space is represented by
meta features. There is a separate sensor feature space for each house, while
the meta feature space shared by all houses. Choosing a proper mapping is
difficult, since the optimal choice is not clear and a wrong decision can strongly
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Table 1. Example of sensors (horizontal) being represented by meta features (vertical)
for two houses
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House A
Microwave 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stove 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
. . .

House B
Microwave 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Refrigerator 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
. . .

affect the performance of the model. In previous work on transfer learning for
activity recognition a comparison of mappings was made [26]. The mapping that
combined sensor readings in a single feature based on their function (e.g. sensors
used during cooking) gave the best results. We use the same type of mapping in
the form of meta features, by defining meta features that describe the function
of sensors (Table 1).

It is important to notice is that we do not first map all the sensor data from
the sensor feature space to the meta feature space. Instead, as can be seen in
Figure 1, this mapping occurs when learning the prior distribution, and using
the prior to learn the target model parameters. However, it is possible to first
map all the sensor data to the meta feature space and then create a single model
for all houses. This approach was taken in [26] and we compare the performance
of our approach to that approach in the experiment section.

3.2 Model for Activity Recognition

To recognize the activities from sensor data we use the hidden Markov model
(HMM), which has been shown to perform well in this domain [19,27]. The HMM
is defined in terms of an observable variable xt (the features in the sensor feature
space) and a hidden variable yt (the activities to recognize) at each time slice.
Two dependency assumptions specify the model,

– The hidden variable at time t, namely yt, depends only on the previous
hidden variable yt−1 (Markov assumption [20]).

– The observable variable at time t, namely xt, depends only on the hidden
variable yt at that time slice.

These assumptions allow us to factorize the joint probability over all variables
as follows

p(y1:T ,x1:T ) = p(y1)
T∏

t=1

p(xt | yt)
T∏

t=2

p(yt | yt−1). (1)
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Table 2. Overview of the distributions used in the HMM, parameterized by the model
parameters θ = {π, A, B}. And the corresponding prior distribution, parameterized by
the hyperparameters Ψ = {η, ρ, ω, υ}.

Factor Model Distribution Prior Distribution

Name Name Parameters Name Hyperparameters

Initial State Multinomial π Dirichlet η
Transition Multinomial A Dirichlet ρ
Observation Binomial B Beta ω,υ

The different factors represent: the initial state distribution p(y1) parameterized
by π; the observation distribution p(xt | yt) parameterized by B; the transi-
tion distribution p(yt | yt−1) parameterized by A. The entire model is therefore
parameterized by a set of three parameters θ = {π, A, B}.

For more technical details about distributions used in the HMM we refer the
reader to appendix A.

3.3 Learning the Prior Distribution

In Bayesian statistics a prior is said to be conjugate if the resulting posterior is
of the same functional form as the prior [4]. The parameters of prior are typically
called hyperparameters Ψ , to clearly distinguish them from the model parameters
θ. We use conjugate priors in this work, an overview of all the distributions and
their parameters can be found in Table 2.

To learn the hyperparameters we first learn the model parameters of the source
houses. Because we have large labelled datasets for the source houses, we can
easily learn those parameters using maximum likelihood. These source model
parameters provide us with examples of what the model parameters look like
and are used to learn the hyperparameters.

Learning the hyperparameters of the initial state distribution and the tran-
sition distributions is straightforward, because the dimensionality of the model
parameters is the same for all houses. We can calculate them efficiently using
numerical methods [17].

Estimating the hyperparameters of the observation distributions is more in-
volved because of the different sensor feature spaces in each house. This is where
the earlier proposed mapping comes into play. We map the learned observation
model parameters of the source houses to the meta feature space. Then we use
those values to learn the hyperparameters using numerical methods.

For more technical details about learning the hyperparameters we refer the
reader to appendix B.

3.4 Using the Prior to Learn the Target Model Parameters

To learn the model parameters of the target house we use the EM algorithm. In
the E-step any available unlabelled and/or labelled data from the target house
is used to calculate the expectations. During the M-step these expectations are
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used to calculate the new set of parameters, only this time the prior distribution
is added to that calculation.

For the initial state distribution and the transition distribution this is straight-
forward, because the hyperparameters are of the same dimensionality as the
model parameters. However, the observation hyperparameters are stored in the
meta feature space and therefore need to be mapped to the sensor feature space
of the target house. The EM algorithm is run until it converges, after which
transfer learning the target model parameters is completed.

For more technical details about learning the hyperparameters we refer the
reader to appendix C.

4 Experiments

We want to find a good method for transfer learning in activity recognition. Our
proposed approach is characterized by three elements: 1. Meta features are used
to map between the sensor feature space and to a common meta feature space;
2. A separate model is used for each house to take into account the differences
in behaviour of the inhabitants and 3. A generative model is used to allow the
inclusion of unlabelled data of the target house during the learning process.

To validate how well this approach works we perform the following experi-
ments. First, we compare the performance of a model using the meta-feature
space for representing the sensor data, to a model using the original sensor fea-
ture representation. Second, we compare the performance of using a separate
model for each house, to the performance of a single model for all houses. Third,
we compare the performance of using both labelled and unlabelled data, to the
performance of using only labelled data.

We first give a description of the houses and the datasets recorded in them
and provide details of our experimental setup. Then we present the results and
discuss the outcome.

4.1 Sensor System

In this work we apply our method to wireless sensor network data, using both
existing and novel real world datasets. Our wireless sensor network consists of
several wireless network nodes to which sensors can be attached. Examples of
sensors used include reed switches to measure open-close states of doors and
cupboards; pressure mats to measure sitting on a couch or lying in bed; mercury
contacts for movement of objects (e.g. drawers); passive infrared (PIR) to detect
motion in a specific area; float sensors to measure the toilet being flushed. Sensor
output is binary and represented in a feature space which is used by the model
to recognize the activities performed.

4.2 Data

Our sensor system was used to record datasets in three houses. One three room
apartment (house A), one two room apartment (house B) and one two story
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(a) House A
(b) House B

Fig. 2. Floorplan of houses A and B, the red boxes represent wireless sensor nodes.
(created using: http://www.floorplanner.com/)

house (house C), an overview of the datasets can be found in table 3. The
datasets are available at: http://www.science.uva.nl/~tlmkaste.

The layout of the houses differs strongly, for example, there are two toilets in
house C, the toilet in house B is in the same room as the shower, while the toilet
and shower in house A are in separate rooms. Furthermore, the inhabitants differ
as well, house A was occupied by a 26 year old male, house B by a 28 year old
male and house C by a 57 year old male. To further illustrate the differences
between the houses we have included the floorplans of houses A and B (Fig. 2)
and house C (Fig. 3).

We asked the inhabitants to annotate their behaviour using eight activities
based on the list of activities of daily living (ADLs), a health care standard for
monitoring elderly [13]. The activities in house A and B were annotated using
a wireless bluetooth headset, the inhabitant recorded the start and end point
of an activity while performing it. In house C activities were annotated using
a handwritten diary. The activities annotated are the same for all three houses

Table 3. Information about the datasets recorded in three different homes using a
wireless sensor network

House House A House B House C

Age 26 28 57
Gender Male Male Male
Setting Apartment Apartment House
Rooms 3 2 6
Duration 25 days 13 days 18 days
Sensors 14 23 21
Recorded by Authors Authors Authors
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(a) House C: First floor (b) House C: Second floor

Fig. 3. Floorplan of house C, the red boxes represent wireless sensor nodes. (created
using: http://www.floorplanner.com/)

and can be found in Table 4. Timeslices for which no annotation is available are
collected in a separate activity labelled as ‘other activity’.

4.3 Experimental Setup

In all experiments the HMM was used as activity recognition model. All map-
pings that are performed use the meta feature list shown in Table 1, as discussed
in section 3.1. Sensor data is discretized in timeslices of length Δt = 60 seconds.
This time slice length is long enough to provide a discriminative sensor pattern
and short enough to provide high resolution labelling results. After discretization
we have a total of 35486 timeslices for house A, 17350 timeslices for house B and
26236 timeslices for house C.

We split our data into a test and training set using a ‘leave one day out’
approach. In this approach, one full day of sensor readings is used for testing
and the remaining days are, depending on the experiment, either partly or fully
used for training. We use each day as a test day once and report the average of
the performance measure.

We evaluate the performance of our models using the F-measure, which is
calculated from the precision and recall scores. We are dealing with a multi-class
classification problem and therefore define the notions of true positive (TP), false
negatives (FN) and false positives (FP) for each class separately as shown in a
confusion matrix in Table 5, where N is the total number of classes.
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Table 4. The activities that were annotated in the different houses. The ‘Num.’ column
shows the number of times the activity occurs in the dataset. The ‘Time’ column shows
the percentage of time the activity takes up in the dataset. All unannotated timeslices
were collected in a single ‘Other’ activity.

House A House B House C

Activity Num. Time Num. Time Num. Time

Leave house 33 50.5% 16 50.6% 47 45.7%
Toileting 114 1.0% 28 0.6% 89 1.0%
Take shower 23 0.8% 8 0.6% 14 0.8%
Brush teeth 16 0.1% 12 0.2% 26 0.4%
Go to bed 24 33.2% 11 30.7% 19 29.2%
Prepare Breakfast 20 0.3% 7 0.5% 18 0.6%
Prepare Dinner 9 0.9% 2 0.2% 11 1.1%
Get drink 20 0.2% 11 0.2% 10 0.1%
Other - 13.0% - 16.4% - 21.1%

Precision =
1
N

N∑

i=1

TPi

TPi + FPi
(2)

Recall =
1
N

N∑

i=1

TPi

TPi + FNi
(3)

F-Measure =
2 · precision · recall

precision + recall
(4)

4.4 Experiment 1: Meta-features vs. Sensor Feature Space

In this experiment we compare the performance of using the original sensor
feature space to the performance of using the meta feature representation. We
do not use any form of transfer learning in this experiment because it is not
possible to do transfer learning using the original sensor feature space. Instead
we train the model parameters using only data from a single house by performing
maximum likelihood estimation, so no prior is used in learning the parameters.

Table 5. Confusion Matrix showing the true positives (TP), false negatives (FN) and
false positives (FP) for each class. The εij terms show the error between true class i
and inferred class j. FN is the sum of the error terms in the same row, FP the sum of
the error terms in the same column.

Inferred

True 1 2 3 FN

1 TP1 ε12 ε13 FN1

2 ε21 TP2 ε23 FN2

3 ε31 ε31 TP3 FN3

FP FP1 FP2 FP3 Total
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In the case of the meta feature space the sensor data is mapped to the meta
feature space. For the sensor feature space the sensor data can be used as it is.
This allows us to do a fair comparison of the two feature spaces.

Figure 4 shows the results for all three houses. The X-axis shows the number
of days of labelled data that was used, any remaining unlabelled data was also
included during learning. The plot shows that the performance of the model
using the meta feature space is slightly less than the model using the sensor
feature space. This is because several sensors are combined into a single meta
feature which gives the model less information for distinguishing activities.

4.5 Experiment 2: Separate Model vs. Single Model vs. No Transfer
Learning

This experiment compares our transfer learning approach in which a separate
model is used for each house with a transfer learning approach which uses a
single model for all houses. A single house is used as target house, while the
remaining two houses are used as source house. We compare the performance
of these two transfer learning approaches to the performance of the model from
the previous experiment in which no transfer learning and no mapping was used.
This way we are able to see which transfer learning method works best and what
the difference in performance is compared to not doing transfer learning.

Figure 5 shows the results for all three target houses. The X-axis show the
number of days of labelled data that was used, any remaining unlabelled data
was also included during learning. First of all we see that both our approach
and the single model approach strongly outperform the ‘no transfer learning’
approach in all three houses when 0 days of labelled training data are used. This
is because the ‘no transfer learning’ approach has no labelled data to learn its
parameters, while the two transfer learning approaches can use the labelled data
of the source houses.

Furthermore, we see that our approach strongly outperforms the ‘single model’
approach in case of house A. This shows the benefit of having a separate model
for each house, as can be seen from the jump in performance of going from 0
days of labelled data to 1 day of labelled data. Our approach is able to learn
model parameters that take into account the specific behaviour for that house.
The ‘single model’ on the other hand only gains a slight performance increase
from this extra data, because it still shares the labelled data with the labelled
data from the source houses. This makes the weight of the labelled data of the
target house much less than when a prior is used.

Our approach also outperforms the ’no transfer learning’ approach, although
the difference in performance decreases as the number of labelled days increases.
This clearly shows how the use of a prior helps in learning the model parameters
and that its effect decreases as more labelled data is used.

In the house B plot we see the ‘no transfer learning’ approach sometimes
outperforms the transfer learning approach. This phenomenon is called negative
transfer [5] which means that sometimes transfer learning can have a negative
effect on the learning process. The reason for this is that it is not clearly defined
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Fig. 4. Results of experiment 1, com-
paring the performance of the HMM
using the meta-feature space and the
original feature space. The x-axis are
in log-scale and show the number of
labelled days of data that were used
for training.
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Fig. 5. Results of experiment 2, com-
paring the performance of our trans-
fer learning approach using a separate
model for each house with a trans-
fer learning approach using a single
model for all houses and with an ap-
proach where no transfer learning is
used. The x-axis are in log-scale and
show the number of labelled days of
data that were used for training.
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which parts of data in the source houses are useful for the target house and
which or not. Including training data from the source houses during learning
can therefore sometimes pull the choice of parameters away from the optimal
solution.

The house B plot also shows that our approach does slightly worse than the
‘single model’ approach when using 1 day of labelled data, but does better when
more days of labelled data are included. This shows the advantage of using a
prior, as more target data becomes available the learning method has to rely
less on the prior (which caused the negative transfer). On the other hand, in
the single model approach the data from both the source and target houses are
all considered as valid training data for the single model. Therefore, a lot more
target house data needs to be observed before it can outweigh the source house
data, which is causing the negative transfer.

Finally, in the house C plot we see the ‘single model’ outperforms our approach
when few days of labelled data are used, but as more days are added our approach
manages to perform better or equal. This is similar to what we observed in
the house B plot. Our approach slightly outperforms the ‘no transfer learning’
approach when a large number of labelled days is used.

4.6 Experiment 3: Labelled vs. Unlabelled Data

The use of generative models allows us to include unlabelled data during the
learning process. In this experiment we compare performance of using both un-
labelled and labelled data to using only labelled data. In both cases we use our
transfer learning approach to learn the model parameters. The results for the
various houses can be found in Figure 6.

We see that adding unlabelled data increases performance for house A, gives
more or less equal performance for house B and decreases performance for house
C, compared to the labelled only approach. The explanation of these mixed
results is that the success of adding unlabelled data depends on the quality of
the labelled data. We suspect that the use of a hand written diary for annotation
(used in house C) results in less accurate annotation than using the bluetooth
headset method (used in houses A and B). Although this less accurate annotation
does not affect the learning process when using unlabelled data. It does affect
the validation process when verifying if the inferred labels are correct.

4.7 Discussion

The results of our experiments show that our transfer learning method works well.
Especially when no labelled data is available for a target house, our transfer learn-
ing approach is able to provide a good estimate of the parameters. But also in
the presence of labelled data it can help in learning the model parameters. In
some cases negative transfer can result in a lower performance compared to a non-
transfer learning approach. This phenomenon has been reported in other transfer
learning scenarios as well, but it is not well understood how to solve it [5].
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Fig. 6. Results of experiment 3, comparing the performance of using only labelled data
with using both labelled and unlabelled data. The x-axis are in log-scale and show the
number of labelled days of data that were used for training. In the case where unlabelled
data is also included, the remaining days of unlabelled data are added during training.

An important factor in successfully applying transfer learning is the use of
a proper mapping. In this work we manually defined the mapping beforehand.
An alternative is to learn the mapping automatically from data [8,32]. However,
because we are working with time series data trying various kinds of mappings
might result in too high computation times for the approach to be feasible.

In terms of future work, it would be interesting to apply transfer learning
to several other models. For example, the use of hierarchical models might be
better fit for transfer learning because the different levels of the hierarchy al-
low a better abstraction between houses. Comparing the performance gain due
to transfer learning between several models can provide interesting insights on
how to accurately model data. It would also be interesting to apply our transfer
learning approach to other sensing modalities such as camera’s or wearables.
Creating a proper mapping for those modalities will be challenging. Finally, it
would be interesting to perform transfer learning across different sensing modal-
ities. For example, using source houses in which camera’s and wearables are used
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to perform activity recognition and a target house in which a wireless sensor
network is used.

5 Conclusion

We have addressed the problem of learning model parameters when little or no
labelled data is available for the house activity recognition is to be performed
in. Our main contribution is the introduction of a transfer learning method
for activity recognition, which uses a prior to transfer general knowledge about
activity recognition and allows the use of labelled and unlabelled data to learn
house-specific behaviour.

Using experiments on three large real world datasets we showed our method
gives good performance in activity recognition for a house for which little or no
labelled data is available. The method can outperform a model trained using
conventional maximum likelihood estimation. Furthermore, it can outperform a
previously introduced transfer learning method in which a single model is used
for all houses.
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A Probability Distributions Used in the Hidden Markov
Model

The HMM factorizes the joint probability over the observations and activities as

p(y1:T , x1:T ) = p(y1)
T∏

t=2

p(yt | yt−1)
T∏

t=1

p(xt | yt). (5)

The individual factors are distributed as

p(y1) ≡
K∏

i=1

π
δ(y1−i)
i (6)

p(yt | yt−1 = i) ≡
K∏

j=1

a
δ(yt−j)
ij (7)

p(xt | yt) =
N∏

n=1

p(xn
t | yt) (8)

(xn
t = v | yt = i) = (μin)v(1 − μin)1−v (9)

where δ(x) is the dirac delta function giving 1 if x = 0 and 0 otherwise.
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We use conjugate priors for the model distributions of the HMM.

Dir(π | η) =
Γ (

∑K
k=1 ηk)

Γ (η1) . . . Γ (ηK)

K∏

k=1

πηk−1
k (10)

Dir(ai | ρ) =
Γ (

∑K
k=1 ρk))

Γ (ρ1) . . . Γ (ρK)

K∏

k=1

aρk−1
ik (11)

Beta(μin | α, β) =
Γ (α + β)
Γ (α)Γ (β)

μα−1
in (1 − μin)β−1. (12)

where Γ (.) is the gamma function. The parameters α and β are further para-
meterized as αin = υT

i fn and βin = ωT
i fn, where fn is a row vector of binary

meta-features as shown in Figure 1. The hyperparameters υ and ω are positioned
in the meta feature space.

An overview of the probability distributions and their parameters is given in
Table 2.

B Estimating the Hyperparameters

The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the prior distributions
cannot be found in closed form. We use numerical methods for estimating these
parameters [17,28]. This gives us the values of α and β which are needed to find
the values of the meta feature parameters υ and ω. Because fn is given we can
find the least square solution to υ and ω by solving the system of equations as
defined by αin = υT

i fn and βin = ωT
i fn. To gaurantee a non-negative value we

add a ‘bias’ meta-feature with a large enough positive value.

C Learning the Model Parameters Using the Prior

The MAP estimates of the HMM parameters can be found in closed form so-
lutions by taking the derivative of the expectation function with respect to the
parameter of interest. By using lagrange multipliers we can constrain the maxi-
mization to satisfy the rules of probability.

πi =
p(y1 = i | x1:T , θold) + (ηi − 1)∑

i∈y1
{p(y1 = i | x1:T , θold) + (ηi − 1)} (13)

aij =
∑T

t=2 p(yt = j, yt−1 = i | x1:T , θold) + (ρij − 1)
∑T

t=2

∑
j∈yt

p(yt = j, yt−1 = i | x1:T , θold) + (ρij − 1)
(14)

μin =
(αin − 1) +

∑T
t=1 ξinvvt

(αin + βin − 2) +
∑T

t=1 ξinv

(15)

where αin = υT
i fn and βin = ωT

i fn.
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